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The beta-induced Alfven eigenmode (BAE) excited by energetic particles in toroidal plasmas is
studied in the global gyrokinetic simulations. It is found that the nonlinear BAE dynamics depends
on the deviation from the marginality. In the strongly driven case, the mode exhibits a bursting
state with fast and repetitive chirping. The nonlinear saturation is determined by the thermal ion
nonlinearity and has no clear dependence on the linear growth rate. In the weakly driven case, the
mode reaches a nearly steady state with small frequency chirping. The nonlinear dynamics is
dominated by the energetic particle nonlinearity. In both cases, the nonlinear intensity oscillation
and frequency chirping are correlated with the evolution of the coherent structures in the energetic
particle phase space. Due to the radial variation of the mode amplitude and the radially asymmetric
guiding center dynamics, the wave-particle interaction in the toroidal geometry is much more
C 2013
complex than the conventional one-dimensional wave-particle interaction paradigm. V
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4776698]

I. INTRODUCTION
1–4

The b-induced Alfven eigenmode (BAE) observed in
tokamak experiments can be destabilized by energetic particles and, in return, cause the loss of the energetic particles.
The BAE oscillates with the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM)
frequency,5–7 which is on the order of the thermal ion transit
frequency. Therefore, BAE has strong resonant interactions
with both thermal ions and energetic particles. The BAE
excitation by ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) is
observed in Tore-Supra8,9 and ASDEX Upgrade.10,11 The
BAE excitation by ECRH and magnetic island are also
observed in HL-2A.12,13 In these experiments, the BAE frequency sweeping phenomenon is found before the sawtooth
crash, which is mainly due to the change of the equilibrium.
Meanwhile, fast frequency chirping of various Alfven waves
is widely observed in tokamak experiments. The frequency
chirping of the toroidal induced Alfven eigen mode (TAE)
and energetic particle mode (EPM) are found in D-IIID,14
NSTX,15,16 JT-60U,17 JET,18 START, and MAST.19 The
low frequency waves, such as fishbone and BAE, also exhibit
fast frequency chirping.20,21 Particularly, the transition from
the downward chirping bursting state to the nearly steady
state of the nonlinear BAE is observed in recent experiment
in ASDEX.21,22 The enhancement of the energetic particle
transport is also observed during the fast chirping events,15,16
which suggest that the fast chirping of the Alfven eigenmodes is more relevant to the energetic particle transport than
the steady state of the Alfven eigenmodes.
The BAE dispersion relation and excitation have also
been studied theoretically. Kinetic theory shows that the
a)
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BAE continuum accumulation point has a slight downshift
and is related to diamagnetic effects, elongation, and the
trapped particles.23 The BAE damping effect is investigated
through numerical solution.24 The relation between BAE and
GAM has also been discussed.6,25,26 The BAE excitation
threshold is calculated theoretically, which is in agreement
with the experiments.27 Regarding the nonlinear physics, it
is also shown that the purely nonlinear BAE steady-state
regimes are possible for Tore-Supra parameters.28 The onedimensional bump-on-tail model or Berk-Breizman model
with source and sink has been applied to explain many kinds
of Alfven wave frequency chirping.29,30 By perturbatively
treating the energetic particles, the model reproduces the
nonlinear up-and-down frequency chirping phenomenon and
the spontaneous formation of the hole-and-clump pair in the
phase space.30–32 The improved model with a nonperturbative treatment of the beam exhibits a strong asymmetry
frequency chirping, and the chirping is linearly dependent on
time.33 The extended model with dynamical friction and
velocity space diffusion has been developed to study the
evolution of frequency chirping and hole-and-clump
formation.34
The fully self-consistent three-dimensional simulations
have also been applied to study the Alfven waves and the
frequency chirping in tokamaks. The HAGIS code recovers
the self-consistent up-and-down frequency chirping of
marginally unstable TAEs.35 The M3D simulation shows
that the nonlinear fishbone saturates along with downward
frequency chirping.36 Both of the simulations are carried out
without sources and sinks. The M3D simulation with source
and sink also shows that the nonlinear TAE exhibits oscillatory behavior with up-and-down frequency chirping.37 These
simulations successfully reproduce a single burst of the
chirping. The repetitive chirping and bursting state observed
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in experiments has not been well explained. Furthermore, the
flattening of the particle distribution function near the resonance region is often observed after the nonlinear saturation.
This flattening is believed to be very important to the nonlinear mode saturation and can be induced through nonlinear
wave-particle trapping or the radial transport of resonant
particles. The later one is often associated with the radial
convection of the mode amplitude, which can also result in
the frequency chirping such as the EPMs.38 Therefore, it is
essential to identify whether the frequency chirping is due to
the nonlinear particle dynamics itself or the profile flattening.
On the other hand, few works have been reported on BAE
simulations.39,40
Gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC)41 has been successfully applied to the gyrokinetic simulation of TAE,42,43
RSAE,44–46 and GAM.47,48 The GTC simulation of the
BAE linear excitation has been reported.49 Recently, the
fast and repetitive frequency chirping of the BAE is
observed by the massively parallel GTC simulation without
sources and sinks in a realistic toroidal geometry.50 In this
work, we mainly focus on the nonlinear BAE dynamics and
its dependence on the deviation from the marginality. The
current simulations find that the BAE saturation amplitude
is linearly dependent on the square of the linear growth rate
near marginality, which is consistent with the picture of
nonlinear saturation via phase space trapping.29 When the
BAE is well deviated from the marginality, the saturation
amplitude has no clear dependence on the linear growth
rate because the phase space island size is comparable to
the radial mode width. We further find that in the strongly
driven case, the BAE exhibits a bursting state with fast,
repetitive, and mostly downward chirping. The chirping has
a period of sub-millisecond and a 90 phase shift from the
amplitude oscillation. The nonlinear saturation is mainly
determined by the thermal ion nonlinearity. The fast and
repetitive chirping is correlated with the evolution of the
energetic particle phase space structures. In the weakly
driven case, the BAE exhibits a nearly steady state with
small frequency chirping. The saturation amplitude and the
nonlinear evolution are dominated by the energetic particle
nonlinearity.
The comparison of the phase space structures between
the nonlinear BAE and the one-dimensional nonlinear Landau damping shows that the wave-particle interaction in the
toroidal geometry is much more complex than the conventional one-dimensional wave-particle interaction paradigm.
When the radial width of the energetic particle phase space
islands is as large as the radial mode width in the strongly
driven case, the nonlinear BAE dynamics can be strongly
affected by the radial variations of mode amplitude and the
radially asymmetric guiding center dynamics in the toroidal
geometry.
The paper is organized as follows: The deviation from
the BAE marginality is discussed in Sec. II. The nonlinear
evolution of the strongly driven and weakly driven BAE is
presented in Secs. III and IV, respectively. In Sec. V, comparisons of the phase space between the BAE simulations
and one-dimensional nonlinear Landau damping are discussed. Section IV is the conclusion.
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II. DEPENDENCE OF BAE NONLINEAR DYNAMICS ON
THE DEVIATION FROM MARGINALITY

The BAE linear excitation properties and GTC benchmarks with XHMGC were reported in our previous work.49
In the current study, we focus on the BAE nonlinear dynamics. The BAE is excited in a tokamak with concentric fluxsurfaces. In our simulation, the radius profile of safety factor
q is q ¼ 1:797 þ 0:8ðw=ww Þ  0:2ðw=ww Þ2 , where w is the
poloidal flux function with wðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0; wðr ¼ aÞ ¼ ww ,
and a ¼ 0:328R0 is the minor radius at the wall. The q ¼ 2
rational surface is located at a minor radius r0 ¼ 0:164R0
(Fig. 1(a)), where R0 is the major radius. The electron density
n0 is uniform and the energetic particle (EP) density profile
is nh ¼ 0:01n0  ð1:0 þ 0:35  ðtanhðð0:26  w=ww Þ=0:06Þ
1:0ÞÞ, so that the EP density gradient has a maximum value
of R0 =Ln near q ¼ 2 surface, where Ln is the EP density gradient scale length (Fig. 1(b)). Both thermal and energetic ions
are protons with a Maxwellian velocity distribution and are
treated using the nonlinear gyrokinetic equations,51 while
electrons are treated as a massless fluid.52 The temperature is
uniform for all species with Te ¼ 0 and Th ¼ 25Ti . The thermal plasma beta at r0 is b ¼ 8pn0 Ti =B20 ¼ 0:0072 with B0
being the on-axis magnetic field. Without losing generality,
the simulation treats a single toroidal mode number n ¼ 3,
which has kh qi ¼ 0:044 for R0 ¼ 838qi . Here, kh is the poloidal wavevector and qi the thermal ion gyroradius. In our
gyrokinetic simulation, both EP and thermal ion nonlinearities are retained, while the coupling between different n
modes is ignored due to lack of resonance condition between
different n modes. The generation of the zonal fields will be
studied in future work. Since kk  0 for BAE, a filter is
applied to keep only the m 2 ½nq  2; nq þ 2 poloidal harmonics to avoid the high kk noise. A slow sound approximation is used to suppress the ion acoustic wave (i.e., Ek ¼ 0).
All perturbed quantities are set to be zero at the radial boundaries ðr=R0 ¼ 0:048; 0:24Þ. Numerical convergence with

FIG. 1. q profile (a) and R=Lnf profile (b) in radial direction.
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respect to number of particles, spatial grid size, and time step
has been achieved.
By changing the EP density gradient, the linear growth
rate of BAE is adjusted and a series of GTC simulations
have been performed to scan the deviation from marginality.
Figure 2 shows that the BAE saturation amplitude is proportional to the square of the linear growth rate when ðc=x0 Þ
< 0:05, which is located in the marginal region. However,
there is no strong dependence of the amplitude on the growth
rate when ðc=x0 Þ > 0:07, which is well deviated from the
marginality and is more relevant for transport. Therefore,
the nonlinear BAE simulation can be divided into the
weakly driven (ðc=x0 Þ < 0:05) and strongly driven cases
(ðc=x0 Þ > 0:07). We further find that the BAE saturation
mechanism and nonlinear behavior are quite different
between the strongly driven and weakly driven cases, which
we will discuss in Secs. III and IV, respectively. Furthermore, the linear dependence of ed/=Ti on ðc=x0 Þ2 suggests
that the nonlinear saturation may be due to the nonlinear
wave-particle trapping paradigm like the one-dimensional
nonlinear Landau damping problem.53 But due to the toroidal geometry and non-uniform radial mode amplitude, the
saturation mechanism is much more complex than the 1D
problem, which we will discuss in Sec. V.
III. STRONGLY DRIVEN BAE

In the strongly driven BAE simulation, we set the maximum EP gradient to be R0 =Ln ¼ 31 (Fig. 1(b)) and drive the
BAE with a small initial amplitude noise. The BAE mode
structure forms around the mode rational surface r0, and the
amplitude grows with a real frequency xBAE ¼ 0:96x0 and a
that it is well deviated
growth rate c ¼ 0:09x0 , which suggests
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
from the marginality. Here, x0 ¼ ð7Ti =2 þ 2Te Þ=ðmi R20 Þ is
the geodesic acoustic mode frequency5 with mi being the proton mass. The mode amplitude exhibits a nonlinear oscillation
bursting state with a period of about ten wave periods (red
curve in Fig. 1(a) of Ref. 50), i.e., less than one millisecond
for typical experimental parameters. We further analyze the
BAE frequency spectrum by applying the wavelet transform
to the real part of d/ (Fig. 1(b) of Ref. 50) and the time evolution of the wavelet power spectrum exhibits a regular oscillation of wave frequency x, dominated by mostly downward
chirping. The frequency with the highest power intensity
(black curve in Fig. 1(a) of Ref. 50) shows that the amplitude

FIG. 2. The saturation amplitude ed/=Ti vs square of the linear growth rate c.
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oscillation has roughly a 90 phase lag behind the frequency
oscillation. Since the mode amplitude is relatively low during
the upward chirping, experimental measurements will mostly
see the downward chirping. All of these features from our simulations have recently being observed in the TAE mode in
NSTX experiment15,16 and BAE mode in ASDEX experiment,21,22 suggesting a universal mechanism underlying the
chirping dynamics. More detailed information can be found in
the Ref. 50.
The fast oscillations of wave frequency and amplitude
persist without external sources and sinks to replenish the EP
distribution function, and the EP density gradient changes
little after the mode saturation, suggesting the important
roles of nonlinear wave and particle dynamics. In our simulations, both the thermal ions and EPs are governed by the
nonlinear gyrokinetic equations. To delineate the nonlinearity of thermal and energetic ions, two controlled simulations
are performed. One simulation is performed with nonlinear
thermal ions and linear EPs (red lines in Fig. 3), the other is
carried out with linear thermal ions and nonlinear EPs (black
lines in Fig. 3). The simulation with nonlinear thermal ions
and linear EPs has similar saturation amplitude to the simulation with both nonlinearities (green lines in Fig. 3), but no
oscillations of frequency and amplitude are observed, while
the simulation with linear thermal ions and nonlinear EPs
saturates at the amplitude three times higher and some oscillations of frequency and amplitude are observed. Therefore,
the thermal ion nonlinearity is responsible for the BAE saturation and the initial frequency downshift, while the energetic ion nonlinearity is responsible for the frequency
oscillation for current simulation parameters. The investigation of the nonlinear BAE mode structure (Fig. 2 of Ref. 50)
further indicates that the thermal ions cannot be simply
represented as a linear damping rate when describing the
nonlinear BAE dynamics. The frequency downshift and the
suppression of the saturation amplitude are also observed in
recent nonlinear TAE simulation with nonlinear MHD
effect.54 The effect of thermal ion nonlinearity needs more
investigation.
We now examine linear and nonlinear interactions
between EP and BAE to elucidate the frequency oscillation
mechanism. The resonance condition56 for a low-frequency

FIG. 3. Controlled simulations for strongly driven cases. Black line is the
simulation with linear thermal ions and nonlinear EPs. Red line is the simulations with nonlinear thermal ions and linear EPs. Green line is the simulations
with both nonlinearity.
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wave in a general axisymmetric system is x  kk vk  pxt
¼ 0 for passing particles, and x  nxpre  pxb ¼ 0 for
trapped particles. Here, p is an integer number, xt ; xb ; xpre
are guiding center transit, bounce, and precessional frequencies,57 respectively. The resonances induce locally large fluctuations of the perturbed distribution function dfh in the
phase space. The relative strength of resonances can be
inferred from the intensity of the EP entropy dfh2 .48 Figure 4
shows the linear and nonlinear EP entropy dfh2 as a function
of the equilibrium constants of motion (E; k). Here, E is the
guiding center kinetic energy and k ¼ lB0 =E is a pitch angle
parameter with l the magnetic moment. The trapped-passing
boundary at r0 is k ¼ 1  r0 =R0 . Four resonances can be
identified in both linear and nonlinear stages (Figs. 4(a) and
4(b)). The most prominent resonance is the precessional resonance (x ¼ xd  nxpre ) of deeply trapped particles. The
others include the drift-bounce resonance (x ¼ xd þ pxb )
and the second harmonic resonance (x ¼ 2xd ) of trapped
particles, and the transit resonance (x ¼ xt ) of passing particles. From linear to nonlinear stage, all resonance regions
move to the lower E while the change in k is much smaller.
Variations of the resonance energy and radial excursions
of resonant particles can modify xd and induce the wave

FIG. 4. Phase space (E; k) structures of dfh2 at linear (panel a) and nonlinear
(panel b) stages, and dfh at nonlinear stages (panel c). Panel (a) is taken at
time “A” in Fig. 1 of Ref. 50. Panels (b) and (c) are taken at time “C” in
Fig. 1 of Ref. 50. Dotted line is the trapped-passing boundary. Solid and
dashed lines are resonances for trapped and passing particles, respectively.
The bounce frequency and precessional frequency are calculated according
to Ref. 55.
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frequency chirping. The dominant radial excursions are associated with the nonlinear particle trapping as indicated by
island-like structures of dfh at the nonlinear stage with pairs
of positive and negative density perturbations (Fig. 4(c)).
Since the precessional resonance is the dominant resonance for the excitation of BAE, we will mainly focus on the
interaction between EP and BAE by precessional resonance in
the following investigation. The dynamics of the precessional
resonance can be simply described by a radially local 1D
model using canonical variables ðf; xd Þ with f the toroidal
angle. The evolution of dfh =fh0 in the ðf; xd Þ phase space for
the strongly driven simulation is shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 50,
which shows that the frequency chirping is consistent with the
evolution of coherent structures in the ðf; xd Þ phase space for
precessional resonance, which propagate at the local xd . The
contribution of other sideband resonances to the evolution
of the coherent structures, and the frequency chirping is subdominant. The xd ðE; rÞ variations come from the changes in
the kinetic energy E and the radial r excursions of resonant
particles. The phase space coherent structures and the oscillations of the mode amplitude both indicate the onset of the nonlinear trapping of resonant particles.58 However, the trapped
particle dynamics in the current simulations is much more
complex due to radial variations of mode amplitude and radially asymmetric particle dynamics in the toroidal geometry.
For the precessional resonance that preserves the magnetic moment and the longitudinal invariant in an axisymmetric toroidal system, the nonlinear dynamics of guiding centers
can be completely described by a pair of action-angle variables (f; Pf ) with Pf ¼ gqk  w the canonical angular momentum, 2pg the poloidal current, qk ¼ vk =B the normalized
parallel velocity, and w the poloidal flux function labeling the
radial position r.57 By tracking the nonlinear orbits of deeply
trapped particles, the structure of the EP distribution function
in the (f; Pf ) space are examined in Fig. 4 of Ref. 50. We
found that the nonlinear wave-particle trapping structures are
formed at the beginning of the saturation. The Pf variations
of the coherent structures can easily induce the wave frequency chirping range of 15%. However, due to the asymmetry of xd in radial direction, the evolution of the mode
structure and the onset of the nonlinear wave-particle trapping are not radially symmetric. Meanwhile, the width of the
phase space islands is found to be comparable to the radial
mode width. Therefore, the radial variations of the mode amplitude are important to the nonlinear dynamics of resonant
particles. The resonant particles away from the mode rational
surface experience weaker E B radial convection and are
dominated by free streaming with their local velocity xd . The
islands are stretched and destroyed through the free streaming
process when the nonlinear BAE amplitude decreases. The
associated linear phase-mixing effect is further enhanced by
the dependence of the xd variation rate (dxd =dw) on the
magnetic moment and the longitudinal invariant. The destruction of the islands allows BAE to grow again. The cycle of
the formation and destruction of coherent structures in the
phase space thus persists without sources and sinks. The time
it takes for an island to stretch in the f direction over a distance of the wavelength is the linear phase-mixing time,
which defines the life time of the coherent structures and the
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nonlinear oscillation period of the wave frequency and amplitude. This linear phase-mixing time is typically shorter than
the Coulomb collision or turbulence scattering time, which
increases with the particle kinetic energy.59 The destruction
of the nonlinear islands by the linear free streaming is
intrinsically a 2D process, which is beyond the 1D paradigm
of Landau damping.53
Since Pf is related to the particle’s radial position r and
energy E, we further investigate the dynamics of the resonant
particles in ðr; fÞ and ðE; fÞ phase space to delineate the contributions of the real space and velocity space in determining
nonlinear BAE chirping dynamics (Fig. 5). We can see that
the resonant islands width in real space is almost the same as
the BAE mode width. The variation of r can easily induce
15% of the frequency chirping since xd / E=r, while the
energy variation of the resonant particle is about 4%. Therefore, we conclude that the frequency chirping of the BAE is
mainly induced by the motion of the resonant particles in
real space. Meanwhile, we can also see that the phase space
structure in Fig. 5(a) is almost like the inverse structure of
Fig. 5(b). This further confirms that the particle’s radial position r is correlated with its kinetic energy E due to the constraint of the longitudinal invariant,60 i.e., the outward
(inward) moving particles in radial position r would decrease
(increase) their kinetic energy E at the same time.
IV. WEAKLY DRIVEN BAE

After showing the saturation amplitude as a function of
deviation from marginality and investigating the strongly

FIG. 5. The structure of the distribution function in ðr; fÞ (a) and ðE; fÞ (b)
phase space at t ¼ 142=x0 . The “Y” axis is r/a in panel (a) and E=Ti in panel
(b). These particles
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃare uniformly initialized in ðw; fÞ plane with h
¼ 0; vk ¼ 0:01 Ti =mi and l ¼ 49Ti =Bðr0 Þ. The color represents the particles’ initial Pf , which in the range of ½0:05; 0:59ww . We can see from Fig. 4
that these particles are well located in the precessional resonance region.
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driven BAE simulation, we now reduce the EP density gradient to be R0 =Ln ¼ 20 and excite the BAE again to investigate
the nonlinear BAE behavior close to the marginality. The
linear BAE frequency and damping rate are xBAE ¼ 1:02x0
and c ¼ 0:031x0 , respectively. The small linear growth rate
suggests that this is a weakly driven case. The linear BAE
frequency is slightly higher than the strongly driven case due
to the change of EP density gradient.49 Figure 6(a) shows the
time evolution of the (n ¼ 3 and m ¼ 6) mode at the mode
rational surface. This mode reaches an oscillatory state after
it saturates. The saturation amplitude ed/=T  0:022 is
much lower and the nonlinear oscillation period is shorter
than the strongly driven case. The oscillation in one period is
symmetry compared with the nonlinear oscillation in
Fig.1(a) of Ref. 50. The frequency spectrum in Fig. 6(b)
shows that the frequency chirping is much weaker. The time
evolution of the dominant BAE frequency in Fig. 6(a) shows
that there is no phase difference between the frequency and
amplitude oscillation, which is different from the strongly
driven results. The small frequency and amplitude oscillation
range suggests that the weakly driven BAE is quite close to
the steady state. The transition from the repetitive downward
chirping state to the nearly steady state is also observed in
recent BAE experiment in ASDEX,21 which demonstrates
qualitative agreement between the experiment and our nonlinear gyrokinetic simulation. Moreover, the different nonlinear BAE behaviors suggest that the nonlinear saturation
mechanism is different between the strongly driven and
weakly driven cases.
We further examine the poloidal mode structure of the
weakly driven simulation. The linear mode structures are
almost the same as the strongly driven case. However, the
nonlinear mode structures are different when BAE amplitude
decreases to the minimum. In the strongly driven simulation,
the mode structure splits when the amplitude drops to the
minimum (Fig. 7(a)). This is correlated with the frequency
splitting in Fig. 1(b) of Ref. 50. There is no mode structure
splitting in the weakly driven simulation when the BAE

FIG. 6. Time evolution of (a) BAE amplitude e/=Ti (red) and dominant
frequency x (black), and (b) frequency power spectrum. The y-axis on the
left is x=x0 . The unit of the power intensity in panel (b) is arbitrary.
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FIG. 7. The nonlinear poloidal mode structures when BAE amplitude decreases to the minimum for the strongly driven (a) and weakly driven (b) cases,
respectively.

amplitude drops to the minimum. Some fine scale structures
also appear in the radial direction.
In the weakly driven case, simulation with nonlinear
thermal ions and linear EPs saturates at a high level, while
simulation with linear thermal ions and nonlinear EPs has
very similar nonlinear evolution compared with simulation
with both nonlinearities (Fig. 8). Therefore, the EP nonlinearity dominates the nonlinear saturation, and the thermal
ion nonlinearity plays little role for current simulation
parameters. This result is quite different from the BAE simulation result in Sec. III, where the thermal ion nonlinearity
plays an important role in determining the saturation level.
The EP nonlinearity dominates the nonlinear BAE evolution
for the weakly driven BAE, while thermal ion nonlinearity
determines the saturation level in strongly driven BAE simulation. Therefore, nonlinear steady state in the weakly driven
case and bursting state in the strongly driven case are determined by different nonlinear physics. Similar results are also

FIG. 8. Controlled simulations for weakly driven cases. Black line is the
simulation with linear thermal ions and nonlinear EPs. Red line is the simulations with nonlinear thermal ions and linear EPs. Green line is the simulations with both nonlinearity.

found in recent nonlinear TAE simulation,54 where no significant difference was found between the results of the linear
MHD and the nonlinear MHD simulations when saturation
level is low, while the saturation level in the nonlinear MHD
simulation is reduced to half compared to the linear MHD
simulation when saturation level is high.
The linear EP entropy dfh2 of the weakly driven simulation is presented in Fig. 9. This structure is quite similar to
the strongly driven results in Fig. 4. However, the resonant
structures are narrower than that in the strongly driven case
and the p ¼ 1 drift-precessional resonance is well separated
from the second harmonic resonance (x ¼ 2xd ). The nonlinear dfh2 is almost the same as the linear structure in Fig. 4,
and there is no downward shift of the resonance region
because the nonlinear BAE has a much smaller frequency
chirping range.
The evolution of dfh =fh0 in the ðf; xd Þ phase space for
the weakly driven simulation is shown in Fig. 10 in the linear
wave frame. The linear phase space structures in Fig. 10(a)
are quite similar to the linear structures of the strongly driven

FIG. 9. Linear phase space (E; k) structures of dfh2 for weakly driven
simulation.
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FIG. 11. Evolution of distribution function in ðf; Pf Þ space. Particle color
represents initial Pf (normalized by ww ). Dashed line represents the mode
rational surface. The evolution of an island is tracked by “X.” Time steps
(a)-(d) are t ¼ 168, 187, 206, 225, which are labeled by A0  D0 in Fig. 6.
These particles are initialized the same as those in Fig. 5 but with
l ¼ 52Ti =Bðr0 Þ.

FIG. 10. Evolution of perturbed distribution function dfh =fh0 in ðf; xd Þ phase
space for the weakly driven simulation. The y-axis is xd =x0 . Time steps
(a)-(d) are t ¼ 168; 187; 206; 225, which are labeled by A0  D0 in Fig. 6.
The trapped particles in the space of r 2 ½0:14; 0:19 and h 2
½0:25p; 0:25p are taken into account.

case in Fig. 3(a) of Ref. 50, and the second harmonic resonance 2xd ¼ xBAE is more significant for the weakly driven
case. When the mode saturates and the amplitude decreases,
the dominant coherent structures (around the black line) are
distorted into two layers in the xd direction. Each layer
moves with its own local velocity, i.e., the upper layer moves
to the negative f-direction due to its higher velocity and the
lower layer moves to the positive f-direction. Therefore, the
phase-mixing like structures are formed (Fig. 10(b)). When
the BAE amplitude drops to the minimum (Fig. 10(c)), the
upper layer is further phase-mixed and the related strength
becomes weaker compared to the lower layer. This is correlated with the fact that the mode frequency also chirps to the
minimum. When the upper layer shifts to the top of the
nearby structures of the lower layer, the coherent structures
evolve to the linear like structures and the BAE amplitude
grows up again (Fig. 10(d)). Similar evolution of the coherent structures is also observed from the second harmonic
resonance. These results clearly show that the nonlinear frequency and amplitude oscillation is due to the free streaming
process of the coherent structures in phase space and this
process repeats at the later nonlinear stage. The time it takes
for the upper and lower layers move across one BAE wavelength is the linear phase-mixing time and is correlated with
the period of the nonlinear BAE oscillation.
The (f; Pf ) phase space structures of the weakly driven
simulation are shown in Fig. 11. The linear phase space structure in Fig. 11(a) is quite similar to the linear structure in Fig.
4(a) of Ref. 50 except that the perturbation is dominantly
located at the inner side of the q ¼ 2 surface (lower side of
Pf ). The rotational structures are formed in Fig. 11(b) due to

the wave-particle trapping and the BAE amplitude saturates.
The resonant island width is smaller than the BAE mode
width and is about half of the island width in Fig. 4(b) of
Ref. 50 due to the small saturation amplitude in the weakly
driven case. Therefore, the bounce period of the nonlinearly
trapped particles in the weakly driven case is much longer
than the bounce period in the strongly driven case. We further
find that the saturation amplitude in the weakly driven simulation is about 20% of that in the strongly driven simulation,
which is not proportional to the ratio of the island width
between the weakly driven and strongly driven simulations.
This result agrees with the scaling in Fig. 2, where the saturation amplitude is not proportional to the square of the linear
growth rate for strongly driven simulation. When the linear
drive is strong enough, the width of the resonant island is
restricted by the BAE radial mode width due to the radial
coordinate dependency of Pf . As the BAE amplitude
decreases to the minimum, the red region and the blue region
move across each other. Due to the variation of the radial
BAE amplitude and the radial coordinate dependency of the
precessional frequency, the resonance detuning occurs when
the resonant particles move away from the resonant region,
which is centered at the mode rational surface. The red region,
which is around the rational surface, is completely convected
back while the blue region, which is away from the rational
surface, is dominated by the free streaming process, especially
when the amplitude drops to the minimum. Therefore, the resonant particles around the rational surface (mostly the red
region) are dominant by the wave-particle trapping while the
particles away from the rational surface (the lower blue
region) are dominant by free streaming. When the lower blue
region moves to the bottom of the left island, the BAE grows
up again (Fig. 11(d)). Since Pf approximately represents the
radial position and the precessional frequency xd / E=r,
the free streaming of the lower Pf region is correlated with
the free streaming of the higher xd layer in Fig. 10. We further find that the particle dynamics repeats in each nonlinear
amplitude oscillation. These results clearly show that the nonlinear saturation and oscillation are due to the wave-particle
trapping but the wave-particle trapping is much more complex than the conventional wave-particle trapping in 1D case.
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Based on the conventional 1D paradigm, the wave-particle
trapping period in the weakly driven case should be much longer than that in the strongly driven case. However, the nonlinear oscillation period in the weakly driven BAE is shorter
than that in the strongly driven BAE. And there is a slow rotational motion around the rational surface (the red resonant
region), which further indicates the nonlinear oscillation in
the weakly driven BAE is not due to the conventional waveparticle trapping in the 1D case. The nonlinear BAE oscillation period is not correlated to the wave-particle trapping period, but correlated with the phase-mixing time, defined as the
time it takes for the lower and upper resonant particles in Pf
to move across each other in Fig. 11 or for the upper layer
moves across one wave length in Fig. 10. These results
emphasize the importance of the radial variation of the mode
amplitude and the radial dependency of the “action” in the
“action-angle” system for determining the nonlinear wave dynamics. The radial variation of the mode amplitude can allow
free streaming and further modifies the wave-particle interaction especially when the mode amplitude drops to a low level.
V. PHASE SPACE STRUCTURE COMPARISON WITH
THE 1D LANDAU DAMPING PROBLEM

In order to show the difference of the wave-particle
interaction in the tokamaks from the conventional 1D nonlinear Landau damping problem,53 we further carry out the 1D
Landau damping simulation and investigate the resonant
particle dynamics in (x, v) phase space. The conventional
nonlinear theory shows that when wave amplitude is large
enough, the resonant particles can be trapped and bounce
inside the wave. The bounce period is correlated with the
nonlinear amplitude oscillation period. The simplest case is
the 1D electrostatic electron plasma oscillation (Fig. 12). In
Fig. 12(a), the theoretical frequency is xr ¼ 1:28xpe for
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kkD ¼ 0:4. Here, xpe ¼ ne e2 =me and kD ¼ Te =ne e2 are
the Langmuir plasma frequency and Debye length, respectively. Thus, the resonant velocity is v ¼ 63:2ve , with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ve ¼ Te =me . The wave frequency in our simulation agrees
with the theory within 4%. Test particles are uniformly initialized in the (x, v) phase space with v 2 ½4; 36; 1:85ve
so that only the v < 0 resonance is shown in the phase space.
Figure 12(b) shows the nonlinear phase space structure at
txpe ¼ 160. The nonlinear resonant islands are well formed
around the v ¼ 3:2ve . The resonant particles are trapped
by the wave and bounce inside the resonant islands, which
induces the nonlinear amplitude oscillation, while the nonresonant particles are dominated by the free streaming process outside the resonant island. Since the mode amplitude
variation only exists in x direction in the 1D simulation, the
wave-particle trapping structure is well formed and the free
streaming only occurs out of the resonant islands. It should
be noted that the frequency oscillation is also observed in the
nonlinear 1D O’Neil problem.61 However, the wave growth
rate is larger than the real frequency in Ref. 61. And the nonlinear amplitude oscillation frequency is comparable to the
real frequency. Therefore, the dynamics of the frequency and
amplitude in Ref. 61 is quite different from the 1D Landau
damping simulation with a damping rate 5% of the real fre-
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FIG. 12. Time evolution of the mode amplitude in the 1D Landau damping
problem (a) and phase space structure in x – v phase space (b). The resonant
point in velocity space is v ¼ 3.2.

quency, which is more comparable and relevant to the BAE
case.
We also compare the resonant particle dynamics between
the 1D Landau damping simulation, weakly driven and the
strongly driven BAE simulations. The resonant particles are
loaded in a single wave length with the color representing the
initial “action” value (Fig. 13(a)). In the 1D Landau damping
simulation (Fig. 13(b)), the nonlinear dynamics is mainly
determined by the wave-particle trapping. The resonant particles are well trapped inside the single island, a small number
of the resonant particles around the boundary of the island
moves to the nearby islands due the variation of the maximum
mode amplitude in each nonlinear oscillation. The nonresonant particles are slightly perturbed and are free streaming outside of the islands. In the weakly driven simulation
(Fig. 13(c)), the wave-particle trapping period is much longer
than the nonlinear oscillation period. Due to the radial variations of mode amplitude and radially asymmetric particle
dynamics, the resonant particles of the upper Pf side (correspond to the lower velocity resonant particles) are well
trapped and slowly rotate in the single wave length, while the
resonant particles of the lower Pf side (correspond to the
higher velocity resonant particles) are dominated by the free
streaming process and part of them move to the nearby
islands. The nonlinear oscillation period is correlated with the
phase-mixing time. Therefore, the resonant particles cannot
finish one bounce motion in a nonlinear oscillation period. In
the strongly driven simulation (Fig. 13(d)), the width of the
resonant islands is comparable to the BAE mode width. The
bounce period, which is determined by the BAE mode width,
is much faster than the weakly driven case and comparable to
the phase-mixing time. All the resonant particles in the
islands have some chance to free stream to the nearby islands
due to the fast bounce motion. Meanwhile, the islands can be
stretched into fragment structures through the free streaming
process when the nonlinear BAE amplitude decreases to a
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FIG. 13. Phase space structure comparison
between the 1D Landau damping (b), the
weakly driven BAE (c) and the strongly driven
BAE (d) simulation. Panel (a) shows the particle
are uniformly initialized in a single wave length
with color represents the initial “action.” Panels
(a), (c), and (d) are plotted in ðf; Pf Þ phase
space, panel (b) is plotted in the (x, v) phase
space. The particles in panels (b), (c), and (d)
are initialized the same as Figs. 5, 11, and 12
respectively.

small level (Fig. 4(d) of Ref. 50), which will further be distorted by the new islands and result in more complex structures. We can see that the resonant particles are almost
equally distributed in the whole resonance region after a few
nonlinear oscillations. Overall, the wave-particle interaction
in the tokamak geometry is much more complex than the conventional 1D Landau damping case.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, the gyrokinetic particle simulations are
carried out to study the nonlinear BAE in toroidal plasmas.
We find that the BAE saturation amplitude depends linearly
on the square of the linear growth rate near marginality,
while has no clear dependence on the linear growth rate
when the BAE is well deviated from the marginality. In the
strongly driven case, the nonlinear BAE exhibits a bursting
state with fast and repetitive downward chirping. The chirping has a period of sub-millisecond and has a 90o phase
ahead of the amplitude oscillation. The thermal ion nonlinearity plays a dominant role in determine the nonlinear
saturation. In the weakly driven case, the nonlinear BAE
exhibits a nearly steady state. The frequency chirping is
small and has no phase difference compared to the amplitude oscillation. The nonlinear dynamics is determined by
the energetic particle nonlinearity. We further find that the
nonlinear BAE oscillation and frequency chirping are correlated with the evolution of the energetic particles in phase
space for both the strongly and weakly driven cases. By
comparison of the phase space structures between the
nonlinear BAE and the one-dimensional nonlinear Landau
damping, it is found that the wave-particle interaction in the
toroidal geometry is much more complex than the conventional one-dimensional wave-particle interaction paradigm
due to the radial variation of mode amplitude and the radially asymmetric guiding center dynamics.
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